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Gaokao: A Personal Journey Behind China’s Examination Culture
YANNA GONG

 

China Books • 978-0-8351-0062-5
$19.95 • Paperback 2014

Making the China Connection: Understanding Business Culture to 
Create Great, Sustainable Relationships
TOM GALEY

product management, shows how decoding historical, cultural, and social 
misconceptions are the key do doing business with China in the real world.

Long River Press • 9781592651610
$19.95 • Paperback 2013

Why China?
DEBRA LANE WRIGHT

attracted to China and how they have succeeded in creating a new life for 
themselves. Wright originally thought she would come to China for a short-

have imagined.

China Books • 978083510061-8 
$19.95 • Paperback 2013

On the Methodology of Metaphysics:
Selected Essays on East-West Philosophical Traditions
FENG YOULAN
A collection of some of the best essays on comparative philosophy from Feng 
Youlan, one of China’s most respected academics. Contains discussions on 
Confucianism, Plato, Kant, the Vienna Circle, and Zen Buddhism. A must-
have for any library on Eastern and Western philosophy.

Long River Press • 9781592652037   
$12.95 • Paperback 2013

Yanna Gong

A Personal  Journey Behind
China’s  Examinat ion Culture
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"Gaokao" (pronounced “gow cow”) otherwise known as the 
National College Entrance Examination, is the modern 
Chinese version of an examination system that has 

way to social advancement in the civil service system 
depended on the results of rigorous national 
examinations. 

Today, the meaning of “gaokao” has extended to describe 

and non-Asian students and parents alike as they prepare 
for a potentially life-changing examination. Readers in the 
United States will see the resemblance to our own 
gaokaos, whether it be AP, SAT, GRE, Med School, Law 
School, etc., where success in the test is seen as the key to 
success in life.

Growing up in both Chinese and American cultures, Yanna 
Gong brings a unique perspective to her experience of 
educational values in both countries. Instances from her 
own life show how the often-relentless drive toward 
academic excellence is an unquestioned imperative for 
many Asian and Asian-American kids, as well as entire 
families, whose collective devotion (and neurosis) is fast 
becoming a global phenomenon. What, however, is the 
cost, both physically and psychologically? Is there a darker 
side to producing super students? Anyone who has 
admired or been appalled by the Tiger Mom or Wolf Dad 

Gaokao a must-read book.
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Understanding Business Culture to
 Create Great, Sustainable Relationships

Tom Galey
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The United States and China are fantastic business partners and have 
been friends when it comes to commerce. The future of both nations can 
rest on the quality of this dynamic relationship. Making the China 
Connection
China and is required reading for any entrepreneur, business owner, 
multinational trade manager, or China watcher who wants to succeed in 
ethical and sustainable business relations.

Tom Galey has been a veteran of manufacturing and product 
development in China and Asia for decades. He reveals how production 
problems are not always the fault of China but a direct result of poor 
American corporate policies, unethical business practices, price wars, 
and the bottom-line mentality that our consumptive society has come to 
depend on. Wall Street motivations to increase shareholder value have 
led to countless quality control issues, which has led to consumer 
outrage and accusations of labor abuses and shoddy work. The current 

sides. Galey explores and shatters the most common myths about “Made 
in China”:

• Quality production in China is real: it is up to the buyer, not the factory
• China is not trying to take U.S. jobs
• Knock-o�s and intellectual property violations can be stopped
• Unless the whole team is committed, failure is probable

Rather than calling for a knee-jerk boycott of China-made goods, Galey 
suggests building both economies through specialization, with both 
nations doing what they are good at. Making the China Connection  is 
about understanding the way business is done in China, and not always 
in the comfort zone of our own culture. America’s relationship with China 
is the key to our future prosperity. Don’t even think about working with 
the region without reading this crucial and strategic book.

“This book is essential reading if you are doing business with China or 
just trying to understand what’s going on there. Galey has done business 
in China for decades. He explains the importance of knowing Chinese 
history and culture, and of understanding the Chinese viewpoint of 
international business.”
—Mike Revzin, President of Chinaseminars.com

 

Business / Current Events

Long River Press

San Francisco

G
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Making the 
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This book offers a revealing look at how the high-achieving academic 
stereotypes of Asian students are a direct result of China’s ongoing tradition 
of examinations (Gaokao). Yanna Gong, a Chinese-American 
student,examines how entire families—Chinese and American—plan their 
lives around the Gaokao and just how important it is for their future. The 
result is a fascinating and personal look at Chinese and American attitudes 
and should be read by anyone (teachers, students, and families alike) with an 
interest in culture and education.

China Law Reader
LAWRENCE FOSTER, TIFFANY YAJIMA, YAN LIN

government agencies dealing with the Chinese legal system. Provides 

terminology.

Long River Press • 9781592651514
$49.95 • Paperback 2013

China International Strategy Review 2012
CUI TIANKAI, YUAN MING, XIAO TIANLIANG, ZHU FENG, ETC
Increasing complex and ever-changing domestic and overseas environments 

at the same time, raise the bar for academic research. China International 
o�er Chinese scholars of international stratergy a broader �eld of vision but,

opinions and perspectives put forward in this series should enhance our 
politics today and o�ers speci�c answers to these questions, the diverse topics,

strategic thinking.

Long River Press • 9781592651634
$24.95 • Paperback 2013

Single in the City: A Survey of China’s Single Women
SHUPING WU
Originally a blog and an online advice column in China that drew millions 
of visitors. Here are twenty true stories of single, urban women living in 

Chinese urban life.

Long River Press • 9781592651443
$14.95 • Paperback 2012

Repentance: Facing Death and Finding Redemption 
on the Roof of the World
XIAO LIN

Cypress Books   • 9781592651566
$11.95 • Paperback  2013
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CUI TIANKAI, PANG HANZHAO
China-U.S. Relations in China’s Overall Diplomacy In The New Era

YUAN MING
New Cultural Landscape in International Relations

XIAO TIANLIANG
Military Operations Other Than War And International Security Cooperation

ZHU FENG
The Obama Administration’s “Rebalancing” Toward Asia and Sino-U.S. Relations

MASAHIRO AKIYAMA
Japan’s Maritime Strategy

CHUN CHAESUNG
The Changing Sino-U.S. Relationship And South Korea’s Foreign Policy Strategy

STRATEGY REVIEW 2012

Peking University’s Center for International and Strategic Studies aims to enhance academic 

It provides analyses of China’s changing international environment and the international 
strategies of major powers, publishes and submits policy-relevant and timely research works. 

teaching, and to help the general public understand national and international security and 
strategic issues from a comprehensive, accurate and rational perspective. CISS issues a variety 

Report, occasional monographs, the annual China International Strategy Review, and its own 

Founded in 2007 and under the administration of Peking University, CISS is headed by an 
Executive Council and comprised of well-established scholars and experts from various Chinese 
institutions. CISS research projects and activities are coordinated through an Academic 
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中国法律读本

“The China Law Reader fills an important gap in currently 
available textbooks for the Chinese language.  The rapidly 
developing field of Chinese law makes its language as important 
as business or newspaper Chinese, for which there are currently 
several textbooks available.  Copious vocabulary and grammar 
notes make the book accessible to students at the upper and 
intermediate levels, and are repeated in each chapter so they can 
be studied in any order, as one chooses between different types of 
law, including contract, labor, real and intellectual property, 
banking, corporation, and so forth.” 

Gloria Bien, Professor of Chinese, Colgate University

“As any student or practitioner knows, legal writing is very much 
its own language.  Words take on special meaning whenever they 
appear in any legal publication or related writing, and 
understanding legal language is one of fundamental tasks of an 

Using the China Law Reader, I was able to see how this 
specialized language works in Chinese. It offered me an amazing 
introduction Chinese legal terminology, construction, and writing 
style in one comprehensive, easy to understand work.  
Additionally, its well-edited excerpts provided the substance of 
each work, which has offered a strong foundation for my other 
China-related coursework.
I strongly recommend the China Law Reader for any student 
wishing to gain a foundational knowledge of Chinese legal 

Brad Sova, J.D. Candidate, William S. Richardson School of 
Law, University of Hawaii
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LAWRENCE FOSTER, TIFFANY YAJIMA, YAN LIN

Repentance

Facing Death and Finding Redemption
on the Roof of the World

Xiao Lin

Repentance
Xiao

In 2011, the world was shocked to see an incredible number 
of self-immolations of Buddhist monks in India and south-

Dalai Lama nor by the Tibetan Government-in-Exile, 
though they are clearly directed at the Chinese government’s 

 tells the incredible story of what could be a 
prologue to these recent horrific events:  In 2001, a Buddhist 
monk named Gyatso was detained at the Tibetan border as 
he tried to enter Tibet illegally. He confessed to being part of 
a complex plot to immolate himself in Lhasa, on the “front 

some of the highest members of the Dalai Lama group and 
the Tibetan Government-in-Exile. Gyatso’s case, and trial, 

Journalist Xiao Lin gained unprecedented access to interview 
Gyatso in prison to find out why he left Tibet for India, only 
to be recruited and groomed to return as a “die hard” martyr 
prepared to sacrifice himself on the roof of the world. Xiao 
Lin’s riveting and utterly frank interview with Gyatso is 
certain to provoke further discussion on China’s Tibet policy 
as well as the policies of the Dalai Lama’s followers in India 

C
ypress Books

A Survey of China’s Single Women

Single in the city

Single in the City: A Survey of China’s Single Women is an 
extraordinary book which intimately documents the surprisingly 
candid and interpersonal experiences of single, urban women in 
contemporary China. Originally published online in China to great 
acclaim, this new English edition sheds revealing light on the 
contemporary Chinese social spectrum. The women interviewed for 
this book run the gamut from recent high-school graduates, college 
women, iron-willed single mothers, career women, and even those 

common bonds as well as diverse social pressures that women in 

Shuping Wu is a well-known writer and media personality in China. Born in Fujian 
and living in Shenzhen, Wu is a member of the China Writers Association and is 

Single  in the City
A Survey of China’s Single W
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Shuping Wu
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In 2001, in a case which caused a media sensation in China, a Buddhist monk 
named Gyatso was detained at the Tibetan border as he tried to enter Tibet 
illegally. He confessed to being part of a complex plot to immolate himself in 
Lhasa, on the “front door” of the Chinese authorities in Tibet. Journalist Xiao 
Lin gained unprecedented access to interview Gyatso in prison to �nd out why 
he le� Tibet for India, only to be recruited and groomed to return as a “die 
hard” martyr prepared to sacri�ce himself on the roof of the world. Xiao Lin’s 
riveting and utterly frank interview with Gyatso is certain to provoke further 
discussion on China’s Tibet policy as well as the policies of the Dalai Lama’s 
followers in India and around the world.



My Chinese Dream: From Red Guard to CEO
LIU PING
My Chinese Dream is a startlingly frank memoir that reveals the excruciating 
years of mass social reform in China in the 1960s and 1970s, while at the same 
time perfectly capturing the early entrepreneurial spark of the “opening up” 
period of the 1980s and 1990s, when many hard working, forward thinking 
Chinese businesspeople rewrote the rule book for achieving success within 

for anyone interested not only in China, but in entrepreneurship, personal 
development, and overcoming adversity.

China Books • 9780835100403 
$34.95 • Hardback 2012

Behind the Smile: The Hidden Side of Dalai Lama
MAXIME VIVAS
Behind the Smile is a stunning indictment of the 14th Dalai Lama and how 
he is portrayed by Western media as a benevolent religious leader persecuted 
by a ruthless socialist power. Based on his personal observations on the 
ground in Tibet and detailed analysis and interpretation of the Dalai Lama’s 
own writings, author Maxime Vivas reveals the opportunistic variations, 
omissions, lies, and stratagems demonstrated by the Dalai Lama in a decades 
–long public relations struggle with China.

Long River Press • 9781592651405
$16.95 • Paperback 2012

China at the Crossroads: Sustainability, Economy, Security and 
Critical Issues for the 21st Century
WANG JISI AND OTHERS

with the United States, its Asian neighbors, and the rest of the world 
comes under new scrutiny. “China at the Crossroads” represents some of 

from economics to governance to social welfare to maritime security. �is 
compilation is a must-read for understanding the relationship between 
China, the United States, and the rest of the world in the coming decade.

Long River Press • 9781592651399
$18.95 • Paperback 2012

The U.S. Financial Crisis: Analysis and Interpretation
CHENG SIWEI

and helps us draw valuable lessons from it. It should be read by anyone with 

Long River Press • 9781592651474
$34.95 • Hardback 2012

(Lessons for China)
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Preface
Robert Lawrence Kuhn

Authors
Wang Jisi • Fan Gang • Jin Canrong • Pan Jiahua

Pan Wei • Wu Jinglian • Zhang Weiwei
Zhu Feng • Lin Xiaoguang • Yu Keping • Chai Yu

Lu Shaye • Hu An’gang • Shen Jiru

China at the Crossroads
Sustainability, Economy, Security and

Critical Issues for the 21st Century

•

$18.95 US     $20.95 CAN

www.longriverpress.com
LONG RIVER PRESS

ISBN: 978-1-59265-139-9

HISTORY / Asia / China
POLITICAL SCIENCE / Essays

ISBN 978-1-59265-139-9

9 7 8 1 5 9 2 6 5 1 3 9 9

5 1 8 9 5

This collection of essays serves as a crystal ball into China’s 
future, providing well-reasoned answers to some of the 
most burning questions of the day about where China is 

headed in areas from political reform and rule of law to a 
pathway for democracy in China. A provocative preface by 

the American scientist/philosopher Lawrence Kuhn sets the 
stage by underscoring the credibility and authority of the 

book and its authors.

Jay Henderson
Former Director, VOA East Asia Division

To understand the dramatic changes and reforms that are 
occurring in China, we need to understand how policies and 
initiatives are being formulated, analyzed, and how they will 
serve as a catalyst for change in the future. From domestic 
economic policies to the Diaoyu Islands dispute, this book 

contains provocative essays that discuss China’s future and 
how it will undertake its own strategic adjustments for 

building a prosperous and stable society in the next century.

Chris Robyn
Senior Editor, China Books

Tibet appears as the land of monasteries where Buddhist monks 
meditate in peace and serenity amid snow-capped mountains. In 
reality, the truth is far more sinister. 

Behind the Smile is a stunning indictment of the 14th Dalai Lama 
and how he is portrayed by Western media as a benevolent 

his personal observations on the ground in Tibet and detailed 

and stratagems demonstrated by the Dalai Lama in a 
decades＇-long public relations struggle with China.

From his ban on Shugden worship to his own ties with the United 
-

Dalai Lama is hidden behind the public persona of an untouchable 

recipient.

This unprecedented portrait of the Dalai Lama flies in the face of 
popular media, and represents the vanguard of a growing move-
ment to provoke awareness in the complex agenda of the Dalai 
Lama and his followers in dealing with China and the West.
 
Maxime Vivas is the author of La face cachée de reporters sans 
frontiers: de la CIA aux faucons du Pentagone.

6514057815929
 

ISBN 9781592651405
51695 >

BEHIND THE SMILE
VIVAS

South San Francisco, CA 94080
www.sinomediausa.com
US $16.95 CAN $18.50

The  Hidden  Side  of  
the  Dalai Lama

Asian Studies/Current Events

Western media and public opinion cannot touch."

Cover Design: Tom Wight
Cover Image: Ragne Kabanova/
shutterstock.com
Author Photo: V. Loison 
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$25.95 US   $27.95 CAN
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LONG RIVER PRESS

ISBN: 978-1-59265-137-5

HISTORY / Asia / China
POLITICAL SCIENCE / Essays

China's transformation from rickshaws to aircraft is partly due to
its ability to plan ahead and the new five year plan exemplifies this. 

 is rich and informative and discusses obstacles  and 
measures China is evaluating to overcome each of these roadblocks.

In one concise volume, the book provides answers to a myriad of questions,
from how China intends to become a consumer society, tackle pollution problems, 

improve its agriculture stability, close the income gap and regional disparities,
maintain good relations with the rest of the world and a host of other issues.

You simply can't understand China without knowing what it's planning. 

Jay Henderson
former director, VOA East Asia Division

CHINA’S
TWELFTH
FIVE
YEAR
PLAN

CH
INA’S 12TH

 FIVE YEAR PLAN

China’s Twelfth Five-Year Plan
Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China on October 1, 1949, the 
implementation of the Five-Year Plan has been the barometer against which 

Year Plan (2011-2015) and presents the major speeches from key leaders 
at the central government and the ministerial levels, including areas of 

in the coming decades.

Long River Press • 9781592651375
$25.95 • Paperback 2012

Behind the Chinese Miracle: Migrant Workers Tell Their Stories
GUOGUANG LU

not in statistics but in the plain, unvarnished stories of China’s migrant 
workers. For more than two decades they have journeyed from the provinces, 

urban growth and economic expansion, but at what price?

Long River Press • 9781592650996 
$14.95 • Paperback 2012

Reinventing Democracy through Confucianism
QINGHONG WANG

on the role of western trans-national organizations in post-Mao China. 
Dr. Wang presents many profound insights into the early development of 
US-China philanthropy. His research objectively explores and evaluates 

organizations by integrating both cultural and philosophical elements.

Long River Press • 9781592651450 
$22.95 • Paperback 2012

Social Media in China: Supporting One Party Rule in a 2.0 World
WILLIAM J. VOGT

suggests that growing online connectivity does not necessarily lead to 
democratic revolution. Furthermore, the conclusions drawn from this case 
study research outline several important conditions that must be met within 
a country in order to successfully engage in social networking revolution in 
the present day. Email address required for product delivery.

Long River Press • 9781592651573
$4.95 • (Digital PDF)
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Excess Baggage: A Novel
KAREN MA
Excess Baggage is a remarkable new novel which follows two Chinese sisters, 
one raised in China during the desolate Cultural Revolution; the other in 

adults in Tokyo in the early 1990s and their family history soon catches 
up with them. As the sisters circle warily, navigating their mother’s death 
and other setbacks, their distrust grows, fueled by family lies and secrets. 
Ultimately each must confront a fundamental question: what’s the meaning 
of home when your roots aren’t secure?

China Books • 978083510046-5
$22.95 • Paperback 2013

101 Chinese Lyrics: Treasures from Centuries of Prose and Song
TRANSLATED AND COMPILED BY T.K. CHU

to Chinese lyric poetry (now called Ci verse). 101 Chinese Lyrics selects some 

�is is a major work by a towering �gure in twentieth century Chinese literature. 

of the most popular and beloved odes from Chinese culture and publishes 

generation of readers—is to introduce and enhance love and appreciation 

culture.

China Books • 9780835100533
$16.95 • Paperback 2013

Folktales of Old China: An Introduction to the Literary and Cultural 
Origins of People and Places
COMPILED BY LI NIANPEI

legends, myths, and popular folklore, and serves as an “insider’s guide” 
into the stories behind the names, places, plots, characters, and cultural 
characteristics beloved to Chinese civilization. Included are some of China’s 
most beloved folk tales including White Snake, Liang Shanbo and Zhu 

A Dream of Red Mansions, among many others.

China Books • 9780835100472
$14.95 • Paperback 2013

Ward Four: A Novel of Wartime China 
BA JIN; TRANSLATED BY HAILI KONG AND HOWARD GOLDBLATT

Set in a hospital in rural China during World War II, it provides a haunting 
window into the isolation and displacement faced by ordinary citizens. Ba 
Jin’s hospital ward is a dark corner where life and death intersect and the 
absurd is transformed into the comic. Amid the uncertainties of war are the 
foundations of strength and the will to survive during one of the darkest 
periods of Chinese history.

China Books • 9780835100007
$16.95 • Paperback 2012
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A Novel

E X C E S S
BAGGAGE

China Books
San Francisco

Excess Baggage chronicles two Chinese sisters, one raised in China 
during the tumultuous years of the Cultural Revolution; the other in 

as adults in Tokyo in the early 1990s and their family history soon 
catches up with them. 

Zhang Peiyin, the "forgotten" sister left behind in China, is hell-bent 
on making up for lost time after growing up with little more than 
political slogans and has abandoned her children to join her family in 
Japan, imagining riches, fame, and comfort. Instead she receives a wary 
welcome from her estranged parents and insecure, competitive 
younger sister, Vivian, who not-so-secretly wants to drive her back to 
China. 

As the sisters circle warily, navigating their mother's death and other 
setbacks, their distrust grows, fueled by family lies and secrets. 
Ultimately each must confront a fundamental question: what's the 
meaning of home when your roots aren't secure?

China Books
San Francisco

Excess Baggage chronicles two Chinese sisters, one raised under 
China’s tumultuous Cultural Revolution, the other in Japan 

as adults in Tokyo in the early 1990s and their family history 
soon catches up with them.

Zhang Peiyin, the "forgotten" sister left behind in China, is 
hell-bent on making up for lost time after having grown up with 
little more than political slogans, and has abandoned her children 
for the imagined riches, fame, and comfort of life in Japan. She’s 
instead greeted warily by her estranged parents and insecure, 
competitive younger sister, Vivian, who not-so-secretly wants to 
drive her back to China.

As the sisters circle, navigating their mother's death and other 
setbacks, their distrust grows, fueled by family lies and secrets. 
Ultimately each must confront a fundamental question: what's 
the meaning of home when your roots aren't secure?

“A moving account of alienation and displacement in a Chinese 
family split by modern China’s political and social upheaval. 
With vivid prose, Karen Ma takes us on a momentous journey 
with a Chinese family as it tries to grow new roots in a foreign 
land.”  
-- Yan Geling, author of Banquet Bug, White Snake and 
Flowers of War.
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An Introduction to the
Literary and Cultural Origins

of People and Places

Compiled by Li Nianpei

L
i

Folktales of Old China provides the reader with an 
introduction into the vast treasure-house of Chinese 
legends, myths, and popular folklore, and serves as an 
“insider’s guide” into the stories behind the names, 
places, plots, characters, and cultural characteristics 
beloved to Chinese civilization. Included are some of 
China’s most beloved folk tales including White Snake, 
Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai, Hua Mulan, and stories 
from  and A Dream of Red 
Mansions, among many others.

Presenting plot summaries as well as comprehensive 
thematic discussion and analysis, this volume serves as a 

known to the Chinese who have heard them since 
childhood; some are waiting to be discovered by a new 

anyone wanting to learn more about the fascinating 
world of Chinese literature and culture.

China Books
San Francisco

Literary Criticism

US $14.95   CAN $18.00

BA JIN   W
ARD FOUR

“A triumph of humanism in war-ravaged China of the 1940s, this work 

demonstrates why he is rightly viewed as the ‘conscience of China.’”
— Michelle Yeh, department of East Asian languages, University of 
California, Davis

Chinese literature, Ward Four intimately reveals the frailties 
and strengths of the human spirit and the will to survive. Set 
in a hospital in rural China during World War II, it provides a 
haunting window into the isolation and displacement faced 
by ordinary citizens. Ba Jin’s hospital ward is a dark corner 
where life and death intersect and the absurd is transformed 
into the comic. Amid the uncertainties of war are the 
foundations and strength of will during one of the darkest 
periods of Chinese history.

Ba Jin (1904-2005) is widely considered one of China's greatest literary 

Dame University.

China Books
San Francisco
www.chinabooks.com
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BA JIN

Translated by

Fiction / Literature

US $16.95    CAN $18.50

T R E A S U R E S  F R O M  C E N T U R I E S  O F  P R O S E  A N D  S O N G

This marvelous collection, originally published in 1937, introduces 
the reader to Chinese lyric poetry (now called Ci verse). In Chinese 
culture, Ci had its earliest roots in the ancient classic Shijing (the 
Book of Songs), which laid down rules for its rhyme schemes, 
tone-patterns, different lengths of lines and its application to music. 

101 Chinese Lyrics selects some of the most popular and beloved 
odes from Chinese culture and publishes them in a bilingual edition. 
The goal of this book is to introduce and enhance Chinese lyric 
poetry for the reader and offer a window into traditional Chinese 
culture.

“The translations, besides having a peculiar charm of their own, 
should deserve consideration and comparison with other English 
versions by authors not Chinese. They have an authentic and native 
tone, and the translator has been careful to imitate as nearly as 
possible the Chinese rhythms. The book hints at a common 
philosophy different from the Western, and at a landscape strangely 
remote and full of journeys.”
—Poetry Review

Literature / Poetry/ Asian Studies

Compiled by T.K. Chu

T.K
. C

hu

China Books
San Francisco

101 CHINESE LYRICS
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The Legend Of Snow Wolf Reincarnation
F. LIT YU

Book One: Reincarnation
An epic tale of betrayal, revenge, violence, love, and intricate strategies set 

Legend of Snow Wolf: Reincarnation is a fast-paced, sweeping tale of epic 

powers, prophecy, and destiny collide in a whirlwind of action, intrigue, and 
romance that links past and present. 

China Books • 9780835100038
$12.95 • Paperback 2012

Book Two: Redemption
“Book Two: Redemption” continues the action immediately following “Book 

himself as Snow Wolf ’s chosen warrior, forged by her hand in a plot carefully 
formed decades ago to assume the burden of destroying the Dragon Houses, 
pushing them toward full-scale war. Meanwhile, the great Mongolian warrior, 
Suthachai, alongside Fei Fei, remains locked in a desperate battle for survival. 

of thousands poised for annihilation.

China Books • 9780835100083
$12.95 • Paperback 2013

Best Chinese Stories: 1949-1989
COMPILED BY ZIYUN LI; WITH AN AFTERWORD BY SHOUHUA QI

years of the People’s Republic of China. In these decades the poverties and 
�is is a pioneering anthology of short �ction created during the �rst forty 

China Books • 9780835100496
$24.95 • Paperback 2013

Eight Dragons on the Roof and other Tales
EDITED BY HAIYAN CHEN AND FANG LI

some dating back more than one thousand years—all feature a dragon theme 
and have been part of the Chinese storytelling tradition for generations. As 
subjects of mythology and folklore, the appeal of dragons is timeless.

China Books • 9780835100045
$12.95 • Paperback 2012
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An epic tale of revenge, betrayal, violence, love, and intricate 
strategies set amidst the magni�icent background of legendary 

, continues the high 
, with the young alche-

mist Li Kung, who �inds himself as Snow Wolf ’s chosen warrior. 

Armed with Snow Wolf ’s ancient strategies, Li Kung incites 
lethal violence between the two Dragon Houses, pushing them 
toward full-scale war. The great Mongolian warrior Suthachai, 
alongside Fei Fei, remains locked in a desperate battle for 
survival. The Red and Green Dragons prepare for one last show -
down, the lives of thousands poised for annihilation.

 into a household word by intro-
ducing English-speaking fans to this traditional genre's intrigue, 
romance, wandering warriors and amazing martial artists.”

“…with complicated characters and multiple storylines that Mr. 
Yu ties together into a beautiful tale of love… love of others, love 
of country, love of life, and also, love of power and prestige.”

The Legend of Snow Wolf, Book One: Reincarnation.

F. Lit Yu

The Legend of
Snow Wolf

The Legend of Snow
 W

olf    Book Tw
o: Redem

ption
Yu

Book Two: Redemption

“Snow Wolf took my breath away!”
—Dakota Banks, author of the Mortal Path series

Young Adult Fiction

US$12.95 CAN $14.50

triumphs of Chinese literature is profoundly re�ected. Contained in this 
anthology are works by major �gures in the Chinese literary canon, including
Wang Meng, Wang Anyl, Zhang Jie, Feng Jicai, and many others. 



Spring Silkworms and Other Stories
MAO TUN; TRANSLATED BY SIDNEY SHAPIRO
Spring Silkworms and Other Stories contains many of Mao Tun’s 
best allegorical tales which tell of the absurdities facing China’s early 

and exploited and thunderously calls them to action. Here, in this cross-
section of his best short works, is a remarkable introduction to the awakening 
of the Chinese people.

China Books • 9780835100519
$14.95 • Paperback 2013

Selected Plays from the Yuan Dynasty
GUANGQIAN ZHANG

precursor to modern Peking Opera.

Long River Press • 9781592651344
$22.95 • Paperback 2013

Short Stories of Imperial China
COMPILED BY W. W. YEN

range from emperors and courtiers, scholars and strategists, courtesans and 
story-tellers, ordinary peasants and men in the street, love-lorn young men 

remarkable glimpse into the wonderful world and myriad facets of Chinese 
classical literature.

China Books • 9780835100489
$16.95 • Paperback 2014

Teahouse: A Play in Three Acts
LAO SHE
Written in 1957, Teahouse is Lao She’s tour de force masterwork of Chinese 

characters drawn from all levels of society. Brought together over the daily 

of the language and dialogue of old Beijing, upon the changes in their own 
lives, and the changes that were taking place in Chinese society from the 
twilight of the dynastic era to the dawn of revolution.

China Books • 9780835100342
$9.95 • Paperback 2013
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Spring Silkworms

 M
ao Tun            Spring Silkworm

s And Other Stories

 Mao Tun 

Mao Tun (茅盾) 1896-1981, was one of the most outstanding 
exponents of revolutionary realism to appear in China since 
the New Literature Movement of 1919. His works have been 
translated into many foreign languages and have been adapted 

Spring Silkworms and Other Stories contains many of Mao 
Tun’s best allegorical tales which tell of the absurdities facing 
China’s early revolutionaries in their struggle to build a new 

thunderously calls them to action. In the stirring days of early 
revolutionary China, Mao Tun, as an active participant in the 
struggle, knew every level and corner of Chinese society. Here, 
in this cross-section of his best short works, is a remarkable 
introduction to the awakening of the Chinese people.

China Books
San Francisco, CA

Literature

US $14.95   CAN $18.00

And Other Stories

Short Stories
Of

Imperial China

Short Stories of Im
perial C

hina

stories originating from the Tang, Sung, Ming and Qing 
(Manchu) dynasties in China, covering a period of 

characters portrayed range from emperors and 
courtiers, scholars and strategists, courtesans and 

story-tellers, ordinary peasants and men in the street, 
love-lorn young men and women, hermits and magic 

representative of many facets of the life of old China; 

world and myriad facets of Chinese classical literature.

diplomat. Yen compiled and translated these stories in 
the early 1940s, in the hope of enabling those outside 

their rich literary heritage.

China Books
San Francisco

Literature

Yen

W. W. Yen

US $16.95   CAN $22.00
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Teahouse is Lao She's tour de force masterwork of 

of over sixty characters drawn from all levels of society. Brought 

dialogue of old Beijing, upon the changes in their own lives, and 
the changes that were taking place in Chinese society from the 

China. Teahouse is a window into the heart and soul of the 
Chinese people at a crucial moment in history.

In comparing the “old” China with the “new” China, the appeal of 
Teahouse through the decades reaches well beyond the borders of 

new), and with its feet firmly rooted in both, Teahouse, even in the 

true to China. It is this rare quality that makes it a masterpiece of 
modern theater beloved by audiences worldwide.

Lao She (1899-1966) is the author of the acclaimed novel Camel 
Xiangzi (Rickshaw Boy), as well as the plays Dragon Beard Ditch, 
Spring Flowers and Autumn Fruit, Fang Zhenzhu, and many other 
works which are highly acclaimed in China and abroad.

A  P L AY  I N  T H R E E  A C T S

T R A N S L A T E D  F R O M  T H E  C H I N E S E  B Y
J O H N  H O W A R D - G I B B O N
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O
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茶馆

China Books
San Francisco

US $9.95  CAN $11.00

Drama

Selected Plays from the Yuan Dynasty

Selected
 Plays from

 the Yuan D
ynasty

Translated by Zhang Guangqian

In the long history of China, the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) is 
special in that it was an empire ruled by the Mongolian 
conquerors—descendants of Genghis Khan. It was a period 
when Chinese classical learning was swept aside and ignored, 
together with the pride and status of the Confucian scholars. It 
was most likely in this ideological vacuum--and the freedom 
from traditional literary tropes—that gave rise to a new type of 
vernacular art: the form of drama known as zaju. 

During the Yuan Dynasty, theaters spread across the country in 
both rural and urban areas, and became the major source of 
entertainment--as well as education--for millions of ordinary 

the stage. This unique volume contains eight plays, many of 
which have been translated from  Chinese into English and 

and full annotation, enabling reader to appreciate these 
ancient masterpieces, which are the forerunners of present-day 
Peking opera.

Zhang Guangqian is professor of English of the University of 
Science and Technology of China. Translations include: The 
Peony Pavilion, A Dream under the Southern Bough, and 
Anthology of Tales from Records of the Taiping Era

www.longriverpress.com
LONG RIVER PRESS

 Record of the Listener: Selections of Chinese Supernatural Stories
HONG MAI; COMPILED BY ALISTER INGLIS
A rich compilation of oral histories and storytelling traditions, Record of 
the Listener (Yijian zhi) is a renowned zhiguai collection dating from the 
Song Dynasty (960-1279 AD) and attributed to Hong Mai (1123-1202 AD). 
Its rich content includes topics such as gods, ghosts, and the supernatural; 
injustice and retribution, fantasy and the unusual, as well as the unique 

the understanding of Chinese literature during the late Northern to early 
Southern Song era.

Long River Press • 9781592651351
$19.95 • Paperback 2013

Lü’s Commentaries of History
LÜ BUWEI; COMPILED BY TANG BOWEN
Lü’s Commentaries of History (Lü Shi Chun Qiu) is an important historical 
document. It was compiled by Lü Buwei, the Prime Minister of the state 
of Qin near the end of the Warring States Period (475-221 B.C.), a period 
of Chinese history marked by a series of chaotic wars between rival states. 
It was a period when the Confucian, Taoist, Moist and Legalist schools of 
philosophy prevailed. For an historical window into the pre to early Qin 
period, these writings are indispensable.

Long River Press • 9781592651337
$24.95 • Paperback 2013

Selections from the Book of Songs
YUANCHONG XU

Zhou dynasty (1046–256 BC) and were created not only by the noble classes, 
but also by working people—farmers, soldiers, and minor government 

window on traditional life in ancient China.

China Books • 9780835100090
$18.95 • Paperback 2012

History of Chinese Immigration and Exclusion Worldwide: Legal Acts 
and Discriminatory Practices
I-YAO SHEN

around the world from the mid-19th century to the present. It  covers the history 
of the Chinese diaspora on all continents and through all controversies from 
the Gold Rush to snakeheads and the illegal immigrant trade. A must-have 
book for all collections on the Chinese diaspora.

Long River Press • 9781592651382
$18.95 • Paperback 2012
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Lü Buwei (-235 B.C.)

Translated by Tang Bowen

Lü's Commentaries of History (Lü Shi Chun Qiu) is an important 
 was compiled by Lü Buwei, the Prime 

Minister of the state of Qin near the end of the Warring States 
Period (475-221 B.C.), a period of Chinese history marked by a 

The purpose of compiling the book was to provide a guide to 
government for the future Qin ruler. It was a period when the 
Confucian, Taoist, Moist and Legalist schools of philosophy 
prevailed. But instead of following any particular school of 
thought, Lü adopted what he considered to be useful. His 
writings thus contain a wealth of political and and philosophical 
ideas as well as commentaries on moral standards, human 
conduct, cultural undertakings, science, astronomy, 
calendar-making, medicine, agriculture and other subjects. For 
an historical window into the pre to early Qin period, these 

Tang Bowen graduated from Peking University and was a senior 
English editor and translator at the Foreign Langauges Press, 
Beijing. He has edited and translated numerous works of Chinese 

Record of the Listener

R
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er

Atrributed to Hong Mai (1123-1202)

Translated from the Chinese by Alister D. Inglis

Selections of Chinese Supernatural Stories

A rich compilation of oral histories and storytelling traditions, 
 is a renowned zhiguai collection 

dating from the Song Dynasty (960-1279 AD) and attributed to 
zhiguai compilation of 

the Song period, originally comprising over 400 chapters. Its rich 
content includes topics such as gods, ghosts, and the 
supernatural; injustice and retribution, fantasy and the unusual, 
as well as the unique regional customs and traditions of China.

 has enjoyed a privileged place in Chinese 
literary history, where numerous vernacular short stories and 
dramas have long sought inspiration from its myriad storylines. It 
also preserves much precious research material on daily life 

For this volume, 107 stories have been selected. These typify the 
collection’s overall nature. All of the stories feature a rich 
narrative quality while greatly increasing the understanding of 
Chinese literature during the late Northern to early Southern 

Alister Inglis is a Professor at Simmons College, Boston, MA

“The congressional apology to Chinese American people for the Chinese Exclusion Act . . . marks 
the of�icial recognition of Chinese Americans’ historic contribution to the construction of the 
Transcontinental Railroad, the transformation of the Civil War-era West Frontier into 
agricultural land, the post-Civil War’s Industrialization, and America’s full-spectrum 
nation-building ever since. . . . We need to establish the day of December 17, the date that the 

“National Day of Inclusion,” so that all Americans can 
join hands in respect and reconciliation with each other and build an even more spectacular 

Professor I-yao Shen is a Hakka who was born in Pingyuan, Guangdong, 
in 1926. He studied in Shizhen and Meizhou Middle School and later at 
Zhongshan University, majoring in history. He taught in Taiwan after 
graduation and went to the United States in 1957 and attained his 
master’s degree at Columbia University and Rutgers. He has been living 
in Washington D.C. thereafter. During his career, Professor Shen 
worked with the University of Maryland, the U.S. Library of Congress, 
and the University of the District of Columbia. He has constantly visited 
China for cultural exchange since the 1970s and he often makes 
comment on current issues both home and abroad. Books written by 

A Century of Chinese Exclusion Abroad; Southeast Asia: the 
Overseas Motherland; A Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure; Library Modernization in 
China; Reading of Confucian Analects; Roots in China; A Search for Tibetan Issues, etc.

“The Government of Canada recognizes the stigma and exclusion experienced by the Chinese as 
a result. We acknowledge the high cost of the head tax meant many family members were left 
behind in China, never to be reunited, or that families lived apart and, in some cases, in poverty, 
for many years. We also recognize that our failure to truly acknowledge these historical 

unity from seeing themselves as fully Canadian . . . on behalf 
of all Canadians and the Government of Canada, we offer a full apology to Chinese Canadians for 
the head tax and express our deepest sorrow for the subsequent exclusion of Chinese 

— Canadian Prime Minister, Stephen Harper in his apology for the Chinese Head Tax, June 22, 2006

This book has been a classical work of reference in the study of Overseas Chinese in many 

Sinomedia USA

ISBN:978-1-59265-138-2
HISTORY/Asia/China

$18.95 US     $20.95 CAN

Long River Press
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Bamboo Women: Stories from Ming Quong, a Chinese Orphanage in 
California
NONA MOCK WYMAN
Twenty-one inspiring stories of coming-of-age from the women of Ming 
Quong, a home for orphaned Chinese girls in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
Wyman introduces us to her “sisters” and how their bonds of love and 
friendship carried them through life, love, loss, career, and family.

China Books • 9780835100069
$19.95 • Paperback 2012

Sourcebook of Traditional Chinese Culture
EDITED BY QIZHI ZHANG

Chinese civilization is an easily accessible one-volume edition. It includes 
discussion on the foundations of art and aesthetics; the formation of symbols 
and cultural/spiritual motifs; the role of divination, law, and philosophical 

civilizations.

Long River Press • 9781592651252
$22.95 • Paperback 2012

The Chinese Book of Peace

moral tales, and lessons in the Chinese concept of peace. Of particular interest 
are those anecdotes which deal with virtue, harmony, and the essential core 
of the Chinese philosophic tradition. Intended as a companion volume to the 
major books in the Chinese philosophical canon, the Chinese Book of Peace 
helps the reader to better understand Chinese virtues and values.

China Books • 978083510060X 
$24.95 • Paperback 2014

The Quotable Dao: Essential Wisdom for the Road of Life
TRANSLATED AND COMPILED BY KEPING WANG

handy reference for day to day living, Laozi’s philosophy rings true today just 
has it has centuries ago.

China Books • 9780835100540
$12.95 • Paperback 2014
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US $24.95      CAN $30.00

China Books
San Francisco

Peace
The C

hinese Book of

PeaceThe Chinese Book of

The Quotable Dao
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Essential Wisdom for the Road of Life

(Tao Te Ching) based on recent philological studies of the 
Daoist classic made by such leading scholars as Gu Di, 
Zhou Ying, Chen Guying, Ren Jiyu, Gao Heng, Ma Xulun, 
Yan Lingfeng, Sha Shaohai, and many others.
    
Lao Zi is considered the founder of early Daoism and is 
studied worldwide. As has been observed by both Asian 
and Western readers, the ideas of Lao Zi tend to be more 
philosophical in the pure sense of this term than those of 
his contemporaries in China. It is commonly 
acknowledged that Lao Zi's philosophizing is one of the 
main sources underlying the structure or formation of the 
overall psychology of the Chinese people.
        
Lao Zi, as a Daoist philosopher, is attracting more and 
more attention and interest both in the East and the 

rearranged with attempts to facilitate a more practical and 

merely on the scrutiny of Lao Zi's philosophizing as a 
systematic whole, but also on considerations of the 

obtain a more relevant understanding and e�ective 
communication with regard to the text.

Translated and Complied by Keping Wang

W
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g

Philosophy  / Asian Studies

China Books
San Francisco

A Concise History of 
Chinese Philosophy:

Jiefu Xiao and Jinquan Li

From Myth to Mao

A
 C

oncise H
istory of C

hinese Philosophy
From

 M
yth to M

ao
on the interaction between philosophical and historical movements in 
China from prehistory to the twentieth century. As a result, it is an ideal way 

greatest philosophical traditions—including Daosim, Confucianism, 

evolving with major and minor alterations through the centuries.

Xiao and Li

US $29.95    CAN $33.50
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a new translation of the analects

Wusun Lin

W
usun Lin

 (also known as Lunyü) is the classic text on Confucius’ 
teachings and experiences, and was compiled by his disciples and 
second-generation disciples during the Spring and Autumn Period 
(722—480 BC) in Chinese history. It is the core text in the Confucian 
canon and the first of the essential “four books” of Confucian 
philosophy. It contains 492 passages, and, though many are short, 

The Analects and Confucian 
thought have had an immeasurable impact on the Chinese people 
and Chinese culture. Confucian tradition constitutes the core and 
bedrock of the Chinese civilization, consistently making an impact 
on the development of China throughout history. This new 
translation—decades in the making—by one of China’s most 
senior and well-respected translators, will be of immense value to 
both scholars and students alike for years to come.

Wusun Lin is one of China’s most foremost translators and cultural 
ambassadors in a career spanning over five decades. He is adjunct 
professor of Journalism and Communications and Tsinghua 
University, Executive Vice-President of the Translators Association 

Chinese Translation Journal.

US$18.95          CAN$22.00

Long River Press     

Confucius: Eternal Sage
EDITED BY ZUYAN CHEN
Written by authoritative scholars, Confucius: Eternal Sage aims to provide a 
complete yet concise study of Confucius and Confucianism, illustrating the 
formation and transformation of a cultural tradition and articulating certain 
Confucian values and practices essential for modern societal development 
and personal growth. It can also be used as a college textbook for under-
graduate and graduate courses.
Long River Press • 9781592651597
$22.95 • Paperback 2013

The Definitive Confucius: A New Translation of The Analects
WUSUN LIN
Wusun Lin, one of China’s most respected translators of the Classics, has 

philosophy.

Long River Press • 9781592651276
$18.95 • Paperback 2012

A Concise History of Chinese Philosophy: Main Currents of Thought 
from Myth to Mao
JIEFU XIAO; JINQUAN LI

on the interaction between philosophical and historical movements in 
China from prehistory of the Twentieth century. As a result, it is an ideal 

philosophical movements serving as signposts.

Long River Press • 9781592651207
$29.95 • Paperback 2012
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Wise Men Talking Series
XIQIN CAI

quotations in Chinese with English translation, which enable to reader to 
grasp the core of Chinese philosophy.

Long River Press • $14.95 • Paperback 2014

9781592651061  Confucius
9781592651078  Laozi
9781592651054  Sunzi   
9781592651658  Zhuang Zi
9781592651665  Mencius

9781592651672  Mo Zi
9781592651689  Guan Zi
9781592651696  Xun Zi
9781592651702  Han Fei Zi
9781592651719  Yan Zi



At Work: Twenty-five Contemporary Chinese Artists
JON BURRIS

featuring them in their studios, showcasing their work, inspiration, and 
unique style. A must-have book for collections on contemporary Chinese art.

Long River Press • 9781592650859 
$44.95 • Hardback 2011

798: Inside China’s Art Zone
WENYA HUANG AND KAIXUAN CUI

phenomenon that is at the vanguard of contemporary Chinese art. As 
this book shows, 798 is the result of a unique cultural paradox: as China 
increasingly embraces individual artistic freedom, it is being combined with 
China’s long, collectivist history of doing work together.

Long River Press • 9781592650842 
$24.95 • Paperback 2010

Long River Press Arts of China series 
Explore Chinese culture and art through these full-color, compact yet highly-
detailed volumes on popular topics that successfully capture the intricacies 

Chinese art or for your own collection.

Long River Press 

 
Chinese Festivals
LUSHENG PAN AND JIALU TANG

ISBN: 9781592650163
$12.95  Hardback 2004

Chinese Jade
MINGHUA ZHANG

ISBN: 9781592650118
$12.95  Hardback 2004

Chinese Seals
WEIZU SUN

ISBN: 9781592650132
$12.95  Hardback 2004

ART12

Yixing Pottery
CHUNFANG PAN

ISBN: 9781592650187 
$12.95  Hardback 2004

Chinese Coins
LIULIANG YU AND HONG YU

ISBN: 9781592650170  
$12.95  Hardback 2004

Chinese Clothing
SHAORONG YANG

ISBN: 9781592650194  
$12.95  Hardback 2004

Chinese Fans
GONGLIN QIAN

ISBN: 9781592650200  
$12.95  Hardback 2004

Chinese Porcelain 
KELUN CHEN

ISBN: 9781592650125  
$12.95  Hardback 2004

The Four Treasures
WEI ZHANG

ISBN: 9781592650156  
$12.95  Hardback 2004

Old Advertisements and Popular Culture
CHAONAN CHEN AND YIYOU FENG

ISBN: 9781592650149  
$12.95  Hardback 2004

ART 13



Basic Series on Chinese Philosophy 
Philosophy on-the-go.  Handy-sized editions of China’s great thinkers.  All 
books are in a simple, unadorned format, and each pithy and profound quote 
is accompanied by a historical vignette on the page opposite.

A Basic Dao
BY KUIJIE ZHOU
ISBN: 9781592650774  $12.95  Paperback 2007

A Basic Mencius
BY KUIJIE ZHOU
ISBN: 9781592650460  $14.95  Paperback 2006

A Basic Confucius
BY KUIJIE ZHOU
ISBN: 9781592650408  $14.95  Paperback 2005

Sun Tzu’s The Art of War
BY LIN WUSUN
ISBN: 978-1-59265-148-1  $14.95  Paperback 2004

Practical Business Chinese
WEI HONG
Purdue Professor Wei Hong’s text for second-year students presents topics 

vocabulary on technology such as email correspondence and internet usage.
China Books  9780835125901  $16.95  Paperback  2007

Chinese Quick Guides series (Book + mini CD)

Essential Chinese Characters: A Cultural Guide
Long River Press 9781592650453  $9.95  Paperback 2005

Popular Chinese Phrases and Expressions
Long River Press 9781592650279  $9.95  Paperback 2005

Talking in Chinese: A Practical Phrasebook
Long River Press 9781592650262  $9.95  Paperback 2005

Chinese Etiquette and Culture
Long River Press 9781592650446  $9.95  Paperback 2005

2000 Chinese Characters
M.Q. XU

characters. Essential for the student or scholar. Provides additional indices in 
Pinyin, Zhuyin, radical, and stroke order.

Long River Press • 9781592650354 
$9.95 • Paperback 2005
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International Review of China Studies
CHEN HONG, ZHANG HAI HUI

Long River Press • 9781592651467
$17.95 • Paperback 2012

China’s Major Mysteries
PAUL DONG

China Books • 9780835126762
$16.95   • Paperback 2000

Two Years in the Melting Pot
LIU ZONGREN

China Books • 9780835120357
$9.95   • Paperback 1988

The Moon Maiden
HUA LONG

China Books • 9780835100182
$12.95   • Hardback 1993

 

International review of China studies introduces the latest publications and 
works in China studies to Chinese academia and general public. It provides 
comprehensive and accurate information directly from scholars and research-
ers who have been working on the issues for years overseas. 

Dong takes the reader through the fascinating world of China’s mysteries 
examining the fine line between scientific documentation and myths.

When Chinese journalist Liu Zongren came to the United States in the 1980’s, 
he was struck with the challenges of being a foreigner in an unwelcoming 
land. His experiences, although unique and idiosyncratic, are universal to any 
immigrant moving to a new place. 

Critics have compared Chitfu Yu's work to that of Francis Bacon. One of the 
most striking and individualistic contemporary Chinese artists, his work 
defies simple definition. 
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Pocket Chinese Dictionary
CAI ZHI MIN

China Books • 9780835100427 
$12.95  •  Paperback 2012

 

I Can Read That!
JULIE MAZEL SUSSMAN

JEANNETTE FAUROT

China Books • 9780835125338
$8.95  •  Paperback 1994

Drinking with the Moon

China Books • 9780835126397
$16.95  • Paperback 1995 

The dictionary includes the most common 1,700 Chinese characters which are 
fundamental for learning and using the Chinese language.

Know which toilet to use! Photographs of actual street signs, and clear, 
concise explanations make this pocket-sized book invaluable for even the 
most linguistically impaired. Distinguish street signs, decipher dates, decode 
bills and defuse possible embarrassment –its all here.

China’s greatest poets, such as Li Po, Du Fu, and Su Shi, are anthologized in 
this collection of classical poems.  Vocabulary list, author’s biography an 
literal translation are included. 

Essential Chinese for Travelers
FAN ZHILONG

China Books • 9780835125758
$11.95  •  Paperback 1996

With over 2,000 useful words and phrases, plus a sixty page dictionary, this 
handy pocket-sized guide book will help any traveler overcome common 
obstacles in China without a translator.
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China: The Big Lie?
MARIO CAVOLO

Long River Press • 9781592651641
$19.95 • Paperback 2014

A Brief History of Chinese Fiction
LU XUN

China Books • 9780835100700
$16.95 • Paperback 2014

Feng Youlan: Selected Philosophical Writings
FENG YOULAN

China Books • 9780835100014
$29.95 • Paperback 2014

Lion Dance Drawing: The First Book on How to Draw the Lion Dance  
BAMBANG EDISON SOEKANTO

China Books • 9780835100656
$9.95 • (Digital PDF) 

�is book presents a game-changing view unlike any previously published on 
China. Highlighting and building on an astounding premise which is virtually 
untouched by the media and upon which its realization we �nd a global game 
changer for governments, institutions and people touched by China. China's 
entire society is quietly fueled by o� the books cash, a shadow cash totaling 
USD $6 to $10 TRILLION dollars. A closer look exposes that much of this 
cash is, in fact, quietly hidden in the hands of the lower and middle income 
classes, not just the rich. 

This book was originally published in 1959, before China’s widely-adopted 
system of Romanization—Hanyu Pinyin—supplanted the older Wade-Giles 
system used by scholars. With the exception of the new Foreword (where Lu 
Hsun is rendered as Lu Xun), the original Romanization present in the 1959 
edition has been retained out of deference to the author as well as the immea-
surable work of the translators.

Philosophy, in the proper sense of the term, is not a presumptuous e�ort to 
explain the mysteries of the world by means of any superhuman insight or 
extraordinary cunning, but has its origin and value in an attempt to give a 
reasonable account of our own personal attitude towards the more serious 
business of life. You philosophize when you reflect critically upon what you 
are actually doing in your world. What you are doing is of course, in the first 
place, living.... Such a criticism of life, made elaborate and thoroughgoing, is 
philosophy. 

"Lion Dance Drawing" is a remarkable book and represents the �rst attempt to 
teach the joy of drawing a very specific subject—the Chinese lion dance. 
Beloved for centuries, the lion dance has brought joy to people around the 
world. Its vibrant colors and dramatic movement captures the essence of 
Chinese culture. Bambang Edison Soekanto has taken this difficult subject 
and, through painstaking research (and many broken pencils), transformed it 
into something even budding artists can draw. 
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Journey to the West: A China Travelogue
CHRIS LIN

China Books • 9780835100663
$19.95 • Paperback 2014

 

 

A Sampler of Chinese Literature
SIDNEY SHAPIRO

DUAN DONGTAO

China Books • 9780835100687
$14.95 • Paperback 2014

Balinghou: A Survey of China’s Post-1980s Generation

Long River Press  • 9781592652044 
$14.95 • Paperback 2014

 

To someone fascinated by the stories of Western explorers in China, the 
century straddling the second half of the 19th century and the first half of the 
20th is nothing less than a luminous stellar sky. From the most prominent to 
a number of lesser known men and women, the list is long: Sven Hedin, Frs. 
Evariste Regis Huc and Joseph Gabet, Alexandria David-Neel , Nikolai 
Przhevalsky, Francis  Younghusband, Marc Aurel Marc Stein, Clement 
Littledale, Gabriel Bonvalet, Prince Henri d'Orleans, Heinrich Handel-
Mazzetti, George Forrest, Frank Kingdon- Ward, Joseph Rock, Owen 
Lattimore, Janet and Frederick Wuilsiun, Elizabeth Kimball Kendall, Peter 
Fleming and Ella Maillart, to name just some of them. 

China's earliest major novels were created during her feudal era, which lasted 
roughly from the second century BC to well into the twentieth century. 
Feudalism was based on the control by a small landlord minority of the vast 
majority who tilled the soil in an agricultural society. In medieval China these 
were mainly tenants or serfs. The tenants, who had to pay the lion's share of 
the yield as rent, were compelled to borrow seed or food grain at exhorbitant 
interest from the landlords to tide them over after bad harvests. Usually, it was 
only a question of time before a crushing burden of debt reduced the tenant to 
serfdom or beggary, or forced him to sell his wife or his children.

It was in the year 1980 that we were born. That year also marks the launch of 
China’s family planning policy, which led to the well-known “One Child” 
phenomenon. Those born after the year 1980 also share the same special 
experience of growing up with China’s reform and opening-up process. These 
post- 1980s have thus become the first group to be collectively defined this 
way in China’s social sphere.

COMING
SOON

BACK LIST 19

Pichture Characters: Learning Characters through Pictographs
LICHENG GU

character representation has been successful with teachers for its use of 
images that depict characters artistically and allow for vivid mental pictures 
that prove easy to remember.  Acclaimed Northwestern University Professor 
Gu, who received his Ph. D in using humor in the classroom, promotes the 
use of creativity to study Chinese.  

China Books • 9780835126892
$24.95 • Spiral binding with CD 2006

Chinese Phonetic System Wall Chart: Hanyu Pinyin
M. Q. XU
How to properly pronounce Chinese words is an important step that new 

system immediately and begin their process of Mandarin learning.

China Books • 9781835127001  
$9.95 • Chart 2006

Common Radicals of Chinese Characters Wall Chart
M. Q. XU

those used to alphabet based languages.  Learn the historic and linguistic 
grouping of radicals, clearly presented in this colorful chart that shows each 
radical with pinyin pronunciation, origin, meaning and examples of use.

China Books • 9781835127018
$9.95 • Chart 2006

Quotations from Chairman Mao
MAO ZEDONG

millions of copies sold. However he is viewed, Mao’s impact on world history 
is undeniable.

China Books • 9780835123884 
$11.95 • Plastic Cover  

QUOTATIONS FROM 

CHAIRMAN   
MAO TSETUNG



BACK LIST20

All the Tea in China
KIT CHOW & IONE KRAMER
Here is a book that all lovers of Chinese tea will treasure. A treasure-trove of 
information, including tea ceremonies, tea pots, and the health and aesthetic 
virtues of perhaps the world’s most remarkable beverage. Fully illustrated. 
Contains glossary, index, bibliography, and Chinese English nomenclature 
of tea.

China Books • 9780835121972
$14.95 • Paperback 2012 

Ten Years of Madness
FENG JICAI 

chaotic periods in Chinese history. Noted Chinese writer Feng Jicai has 
collected the true stories of people who lived through the Cultural Revolution 
in a cathartic attempt to exorcise the demons of memory.

China Books • 9780835125840 
$16.95 • Paperback 1996

Mooncakes and Hungry Ghosts
CAROL STEPANCHUK & CHARLES WONG
Elegant photographs and colorful illustrations make for a lively and engaging 

including the Lunar New Year, Qingming, Dragon Boat and Mid-Autumn.

China Books • 9780835124812 
$14.95 • Paperback 1991

Chinese Character Flashcards 888

usage terms.  Each two-sided card contains character on one side and pinyin, 
tone mark, English translation and related phrases.

China Books • 9780835126786 
$32.95 • Boxed Set 2007
 

BACK LIST 21

In the Realm of the Gods
VICTORIA CASS
China is a land that has fascinated the world for centuries. Take a journey 
in this book back to a land that is both stunning and mysterious, back to 
the places where tales of magic were born. Victoria Cass retells both popular 
and little-known stories of emperors and empresses, ghosts, spirits, warriors, 
maidens, and magical realms amid landscapes potent with history.

Long River Press • 9781592650767
$24.95 • Hardback 2008

Sisters of Heaven
PATTI GULLY
In the late 1930s, as the world moved closer to war, three Chinese women 

missions across the Western hemisphere, and captured the imagination of all 
those whose lives they touched. A remarkable true story.

Long River Press • 9781592650750
$24.95 • Paperback 2008

Red Guard Fantasies and Other Stories
SHOUHUA QI
Strap yourself in for a wild ride through contemporary Chinese society, 

the end of the Cultural Revolution. Qi’s collection of original stories are witty, 
poignant, absurd, and shocking. A requiem for China’s “lost generation.”

Long River Press • 9781592650686
$18.95 • Paperback 2007

My China Eye
ISRAEL EPSTEIN

his remarkable experiences in China and abroad during the most tumultuous 
years of the 20th century. Epstein, who was born in Poland but grew up in 
China, served as a reporter and war correspondent throughout China

Long River Press • 9781592650422
$24.95 • Hardback 2005

 



BACK LIST22

A Small Town Called Hibiscus
GU HUA
Now in a reprint edition from China Books, one of the bestselling novels 

Hunan town is richly portrayed through the turbulent years from 1963-79, as 
the impact of political campaigns takes its toll on the lives of ordinary people. 
One of the best novels of post-Revolutionary China.

China Books • 9780835110747 
$14.95 • Paperback 2007

Thirty-Six Strategies of Ancient China
STEFAN H. VERSTAPPEN
Brief in form, endless in wisdom, these fundamental rules of military 

work of East Asian philosophy, with sources ranging from Lao Zi to 
Miyamoto Musashi are combined in a fascinating and impressive selection 
of historical and anecdotal evidence.
China Books • 9780835126427
$14.95 • Paperback 1999  

Tea and Chinese Culture
LING WANG
An essential guide to the history, philosophy, and cultural evolution of Chinese 

as art and ritual, this full-color book provides a fascinating overview of the 
myriad forms and varieties of tea culture through the centuries. A must for all 
students and admirers of Chinese history, culture, and cuisine.

Long River Press • 97811592650255
$19.95 • Paperback 2005

Gateway to the Chinese Classics
JEANNETTE L. FAUROT
Learning Classical Chinese poetry has never been easier than by using this 
easy to follow anthology of selected famous works. Each poem is written in 
large print with an author’s biography and a vocabulary list with traditional 
Chinese, Pinyin and English translations. Characters are broken down to 
their literal translation allowing easier accessibility to the complexities of the 
poems’ meanings. Features 81 classical poems of Li Bai, Du Fu, Su Shi, and 
others.

China Book • 9780835125376
$12.95 • Paperback 1995 

ORDER FORM 23

Examination Copies:
Please log on to www.
chinabooks.com under 
Resources For Teachers for 
information and instructions on 
requesting examination copies. 
Please note that not all titles are 
eligible.

Wholesale Discounts:
Standard trade and textbook 

($50 minimum). For further 
discount or sales information or 
to request our wholesale order 
form please contact orders@
chinabooks.com. Prices and 
policies are subject to change.

Return Policy:
Authorization is required for 
all return items. Please refer 
to www.chinabooks.com or 
contact our customer service 
department 1- 800-818-2017 for 
details. Individuals must make 
claim for exchange or refund 
within 14 days of receipt.

Shipping and Handling:
UPS Ground is the preferred 
shipping method unless 
requested otherwise. Typically, 
items shipped UPS Ground will 
arrive between 3-7 business 
days. All orders are shipped 
from South San Francisco. For 
international orders, please 
contact our customer service 

save money on shipping, order 
online at www.chinabooks.com 
which has accurate shipping 
calculations based on weight. 
UPS does not deliver to PO 
Boxes or to Hawaii and Alaska 
(except special rates.)
For E-mail inquiries:
orders@chinabooks.com

Domestic Shipping
Subtotal                    UPS Ground
Up to $20.00            $10.95
$20.00 - $40.00        $13.95
$40.00- $70.00         $14.95
$70.00 - $90.00        $16.95
$90.00 and above    15%

call.

Online: www.chinabooks.com
Phone: 1-800-818-2017 or 1-650-872-7076
Fax: 1-650-872-7808

Ship to: (If different from billing)

Name

Name

Subtotal

9.00% Sales Tax (CA Only)

Shipping

Total Due

QTY        Code                     Title                                                          Price

Email    Phone

Email    Phone

City State Zip

City State Zip

Address

Address

Ship in-stock orders and
back-order any out-of-stock
items. Back orders will ship
when available, at no extra
charge, for up to 60 days 
following initial order.

NO backorders. Ship and bill
in-stock items only.

Visa        Mastercard        Discover        American Express        Check

Card Number                                                         Exp

Signature                                                                 Date
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